
 
 

GOERPCLOUD RELEASES NEW FEATURES IN MICROSOFT DYNAMICS AX R3 TRIALS 

Microsoft Dynamics AX™ 2012 R3 is now available for cloud trials on goERPcloud. 

SAN DIEGO, Calif. (May 29, 2014) New feature enhancements in Microsoft Dynamics AX are now 

available to test drive at goERPcloud .  Earlier this month, Microsoft released Dynamics AX 2012 R3, the 

latest version of Microsoft’s most powerful ERP solution, and included several new enhancements which 

are now available in the goERPcloud trial environment. 

“Today, I was introduced to goERPcloud, and I have to admit this is a super cool offering,” said Murray 

Fife, Microsoft Dynamics AX Most Valuable Professional (MVP), in a recent article.    “goERPcloud offers 

a free trial service for test driving Dynamics AX R3 without having to provide a single digit of your credit 

card number.  goERPloud is the CreditKarma for Dynamics AX hosting,” Fife added.  Fife is an 18-year 

veteran of the software industry and author of several popular Dynamics AX guide books. Microsoft’s 

MVP award program recognizes these solution experts from the Microsoft Dynamics technical 

community for their participation and willingness to help others.  

The new Dynamics AX release includes enhancements to some of the most popular modules inside AX 

including warehouse management, transportation management, sales and marketing, project 

management and accounting and retail management.   Other features that were added or enhanced 

include demand forecast and forecast accuracy cubes, trade allowance management cube and available 

Microsoft Azure cloud deployment.  

“Software trials are becoming increasingly important in the process of selecting new enterprise resource 

planning software,” said Jeff DeMaria, goERPcloud Product Manager.  “We are continually enhancing 

the 30 day trial experience and working closely with our AX partners to deliver all the increased 

functionality in Dynamics AX 2012 R3 to new trial users.” 

In addition to the out-of-box functionality, goERPcloud provides Dynamics AX trials with integration to 

Dynamics CRM.  Microsoft Dynamics AX trials with integration to 3rd party applications for 

manufacturing, retail, supply chain and advanced analytics will soon be available through goERPcloud. 

For a complete list of enhancements to AX see the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 R3 Preview. 

 

 

 

 

 

About goERPcloud 

http://www.goerpcloud.com/ax-demo-cloud/
http://atinkerersnotebook.com/2014/05/23/dynamics-r3-on-azure-hosting-is-great-but-on-goerpcloud-is-just-tool-cool-for-school/
http://www.goerpcloud.com/cloud-marketplace-category/
http://www.goerpcloud.com/wp-content/uploads/Microsoft-Dynamics-AX-2012-R3-preview.pdf


 
goERPcloud is the first on-demand Microsoft Dynamics Cloud Marketplace that allows you to test drive 

different flavors of Microsoft Dynamics AX, GP, NAV and CRM with preconfigured 3rd party 

applications.  goERPcloud boasts a robust ecosystem of Microsoft Dynamics Partners, helping businesses 

find the cloud-based software solutions that best fit their current and future business needs.  Since 2000 

RoseASP.com, the power behind goERPcloud, has provided hosted Microsoft Dynamics ERP and CRM 

applications to businesses around the world. For more information about goERPcloud, visit 

www.goERPcloud.com. 

For more information visit www.goERPcloud.com or contact: 

Jeffrey DeMaria, (858) 794-9403, jeff(at)goERPcloud(dot)com 

http://www.goerpcloud.com/

